Lateral difference in reaction times to lateralized auditory stimuli.
Evidence suggests that Reaction time (RT) is affected by human behaviour in that stimuli are processed and conducted faster and more accurately when they are presented directly to the specialised hemisphere and responded to more quickly when stimulus and response are mediated by the same hemisphere. The purpose of the current study was to investigate the effect of laterality using one parameter-reaction time (RT) on ipsilateral reactions to monuaural latralized stimuli. Twenty-four undergraduate polytechnic students and 10 representative level Rugby players participated in the study by reacting unilaterally to single and choice RT using simple and complicated sensor motor reactions (SMR). Results Shorter reaction times by the dominant hand while testing simple and complicated audio SMR, without reference to sex and sport skills results have been explained in terms of specialisation of left hemisphere in different aspects of information processes mechanisms, geared towards programming of the movement.